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1 Introduction

There are many aspects to understanding a topological phase, and consistent boundary

conditions contain important information about the topological phase itself. For example,

it is known that a topological bulk system and its gapped boundaries are related in a

very special way — namely that the category describing the bulk can be understood as

the center of the category describing the boundary [1]. Moreover, boundary conditions

of topological phases are rich with structures, both physical and mathematical. In 2+1

dimensions, topological or gapped boundary conditions are connected to modular invariants
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in 2d CFTs, to conformal boundary conditions and Ishibashi states, to Lagrangian sub-

algebra in a tensor category and also to the phenomenon of anyon condensation, to name

a few prominent connections. It is thus a curiosity whether these structures are connected

to the non-trivial long-range entanglement structure of the system, which is also known to

be an important characterizing feature of the topological phase.

There has been a lot of works studying topological entanglement of topological phases,

both in the context of their continuous field theoretic description and their discrete lattice

description [2, 3]. More recently, these studies have been generalized to cases where the

system contains physical boundaries [4, 5]. These studies are carried out in the context

of discrete lattice descriptions of various topological phases– namely the Dijkgraaf-Witten

lattice gauge theories. It is found for example that there are very interesting values of the

topological entanglement that is sensitive to the boundary condition. In the current paper,

we will re-derive these results using the alternative description of these phases via Chern-

Simons theories. To be precise, we will consider the extended Hilbert space furnished by

edge modes localized at the entanglement cut, which are described by an appropriate (ra-

tional) CFT following from the bulk-boundary correspondence. The entanglement entropy

presents itself as the “left-right” entanglement of an appropriate Ishibashi state describing

the gluing of the edge modes that recovers the gapped bulk.

Our paper is organized as follows. It is divided into two parts, section 2 and 3.

We start with a discussion of these gapped boundaries and interfaces based on the

gluing of edge modes in section 2 using the physics of anyon condensation. After a brief

review of important aspects of anyon condensation, we begin with analyzing the case of

Abelian Chern-Simons theories. In particular, we work out in detail the Ishibashi states

corresponding to gapped edges and interfaces. The important new ingredients compared

to previous works such as [6–12] are that we provide a careful treatment of the match-

ing of anyon charges across the interface using tools in anyon condensation. The anyon

condensation picture allows us to generalize the results to include cases with ground state

degeneracies, and also to non-Abelian systems.

We thus explore non-Abelian cases where a description of their edges are known in

terms of various RCFTs. This provides an alternative perspective to the discussion of

Ishibashi states at an interface in the CFT literature (see for example [13] and [10] and

references therein) based on chiral symmetry breaking. From the perspective of the 3d

TQFT bulk, we find that both chiral symmetry breaking and enhancement at the interface

are equally natural, and both scenarios can be captured based on the picture of anyon

condensation.

These results are then applied to computing entanglement entropy in the second half

of the paper in section 3. We confirm prior results obtained based on lattice gauge the-

ories [14–16], and also obtain new results of topological entanglement across an interface

depending on the anyon condensation pattern. Specifically, the branching coefficients that

determine the decomposition of anyons under anyon condensation is key to the computation

of the entanglement entropy across a non-trivial interface.

These results should shed new light into the interplay of entanglement and boundaries.
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2 Interfaces and anyon condensation

In this paper, we would like to discuss how topological entanglement entropy is sensitive

to gapped interfaces and boundaries in 2+1 dimensions. To do so, we need a systematic

description of these interfaces/boundaries. Physically, these objects can be understood in

terms of anyon condensation.

Consider phases A and B separated by an interface. The simplest possibility that

characterizes this interface is that anyons in A can condense to give B. But one can also

imagine that A and B is separated by a third topological phase C. Suppose the interface

between A and C is characterized by A condensing to C, and similarly the interface between

B and C characterized by B condensing to C. Then we can subsequently squeeze C into

thinner and thinner slab, and ultimately fuse the A|C and C|B interfaces to obtain a new

interface. Properties of this novel A|B interface, as we are going to show, can be completely

understood in terms of the A|C and C|B interface. Then it becomes clear that the most

generic interface IC1···Cn(A|B) between A and B can be understood by the fusion of an

entire series of interfaces:

IC1···Cn(A|B)↔ A|C1| · · ·Cn|B, (2.1)

with each interface characterized by a “direct” anyon condensation between the neighbours.

In the following, we will collect some useful facts about anyon condensation.

Anyon condensation is not unlike the Higgs mechanism. The heuristic rules of anyon

condensation has been discussed at length in [17–19] and summarized in [20]. A precise

and mathematical description of anyon condensation can be formulated in various ways,

although these descriptions are essentially equivalent: in category theory where topolog-

ical orders correspond to modular tensor categories, anyon condensation is described in

terms of a commutative symmetric Frobenius algebra in the category. In the special case

where the resulting phase B is trivial, the collection of condensed anyons in A forms a La-

grangian subalgebra [21–23, 23–27]. These modular tensor categories also supply the data

that defines rational conformal field theories (RCFT). A CFT is characterized by its chiral

algebra V, where all operators fall into its representations. In the case of RCFT, there are

only a finite number of non-trivial representations, and each corresponds to a topological

sector or simple object in the modular tensor category. Anyon condensation then corre-

sponds to extending the chiral algebra by otherwise non-trivial sectors corresponding to

the condensed anyons. Specifically, it is known to correspond to the notion of “conformal

embedding” [18]. A “conformal embedding” also implies relationships between characters

between CFT’s. (See for example [28].) Alternatively, topological interfaces can also be un-

derstood as boundary conditions in the CFT, or as Ishibashi states. The construction and

properties of these Ishibashi states are indeed related to “conformal embeddings” described

above. In the current paper, we will make use of the CFT description of interfaces heavily,

which comes in particularly convenient in computing topological entanglement entropy via

the Ishibashi states.
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2.1 A collection of useful facts

A complete description of anyon condensation is beyond the scope of the current paper.

Here, we would collect the bare minimal set of results that would be relevant for the

computation of topological entanglement in later sections.

Let us call the parent phase A and the condensed phase B. Topological sectors in A

are denoted by a, b, c · · · , and those of B are denoted i, j, k.

1. Among these anyons in A, some of them would be able to move freely across the

interface, while others stuck within A. The former are “unconfined” in the condensed

phase B, while the latter “confined”

2. Among those anyons in A that are unconfined, they are mapped to anyons in B

as they cross the interface. The map between them is describable by a matrix bai.

Each entry bai is a non-negative integer, describing the “multiplicity”, or “different

ways” an anyon a gets mapped to i. The matrix b is often called the branching

matrix [20, 29–31].

3. In particular, all anyon c satisfying bc0 6= 0 are the “condensed” anyons that are

mapped to the trivial sector of phase B. These anyons have bosonic self-statistics. In

the case where all condensed anyons have quantum dimension 1, they are closed under

fusion among themselves. When their quantum dimension is greater than 1, there

must exist some fusion channel where two condensed anyons fuse to a third condensed

anyon i.e. ∃c3, such that N c3
c1c2 6= 0, where ci are sectors that have condensed.

4. This b matrix can also be understood as describing how a as a representation gets

decomposed into i. It reduces to group representation decomposition under restriction

of a group G to a sub-group K when the condensation is framed within the context

of breaking of a gauge theory with gauge group G. Relation of these matrix elements

with decomposition of representations can be found in [4, 18, 20].

5. The matrix bai commutes with the S matrix. I.e.∑
i

baiS
B
ij =

∑
b

SAabbbj (2.2)

We note that there is a set of simple rules for practically obtaining these b matrices

given the topological data that defines the phase before condensation, and the set of

condensed anyons [17–19]. We note that the b matrices are generically not invertible,

which can be viewed as a consequence of conservation of quantum dimension as an

anyon in the parent phase decomposes into anyons in the condensed phase. Quantum

dimensions satisfy some important relations. In particular, there is a reduction in

quantum dimension for phase A to condense to phase B. I.e. DA > DB. Other

relations can be found for example in [20]. We will not review them here.

6. From the perspective of chiral algebra VB of the CFT corresponding to the condensed

phase B, it is an extension of the chiral algebra VA of phase A by operators in the
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sectors VaA where a are those satisfying ba0 6= 0. This is relatively well established

where the condensed anyons correspond to “simple currents”, with unit quantum

dimension and a finite order under fusion. ie. an = 1 for some finite integer n [28].

Another context in which examples are well understood are WZW models character-

ized by affine Lie algebra. For embeddings h ⊂ g, the condensed phase B has affine

symmetry g while the “parent phase” A has affine symmetry h. Representations i of

g are automatically representations of h under restriction where the decomposition

of representations again can be described by a matrix bab [28]. In these cases, the

characters then satisfy the following relation:

χBb =
∑
a

babχ
A
a . (2.3)

We note that in the case of simple current condensation, these bai for fixed i is non-

vanishing over a that falls into the fusion orbit with the condensate J . The value bai is

equal to the number of stabilizers among the simple current condensate J satisfying

J ⊗ a = a [18, 20, 32]. One very important point is that the central charges are

unchanged before and after anyon condensation.

7. It is thus an important point to note that as A condenses to B, the chiral symmetry

algebra is extended, or enhanced, while the topological order appears to be “broken”.

This point has been noted already in [17–19]. Note that since the b-matrices are

generically not invertible, these relations between the characters always take the form

of a character in the condensed phase (with enhanced chiral symmetry algebra) being

equal to a sum over characters in the parent phase (with a smaller chiral symmetry

algebra), i.e. (2.3) is satisfied in generic anyon condensation.

8. On a manifold with interfaces, generically, there would be non-contractible cycle(s),

and thus ground state degeneracy. A systematic way to construct ground state basis

would be to construct anyon loops winding around non-contractible cycles. In the

presence of interfaces connecting multiple phases, only anyons that are unconfined

under the relevant anyon condensation describing the interface could pass through

the interface. Each anyon line that crosses an interface with a on one side and i on

the other of the interface satisfying bai = 1 would contribute to an independent state.

For bai > 1 one can construct bai orthogonal states with the same choice of a and i

that crosses the interface. (We will illustrate that with an example concerning the

topological order D(S3) in the examples section below. ) Our computation of the

entanglement entropy would be based on these basis states.

9. An interface between phase A and B can always be folded to become a physical

boundary of the product phase A⊗B. (The over-line refers to taking the time-reverse

of B. ) Therefore, each interface can be related to a Lagrangian subalgebra in the cat-

egory corresponding to the product phase. The simple objects, or anyons contained

in this Lagrangian subalgebra are labeled by a pair (a, i) where bai 6= 0. They are

essentially “condensed” at the boundary.

– 5 –
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10. The above discussion concerns interfaces characterized by A condensing to B. Now

let us generalize to the case where the interface is characterized by both A and B

separated by an intermediate phase C with infinitesimal width. More complicated

interfaces can be analyzed entirely analogously. As noted, each interface separating

phases related by directly condensing one of them is characterized by a simple b

matrix. An anyon a from A would match to anyon c in C in b
A|C
ac number of ways,

and that c would match to an anyon b in B in b
C|B
cb number of ways. Therefore as we

construct independent basis states based on anyon line passing through the interface,

the pair (a, b) would supply N(a; b) states where

N(a; b) =
∑
c∈C

bA|Cac b
C|B
cb . (2.4)

To specify the precise basis state, we can therefore attach a subscript to each matching

anyon pair

(a, b)→ |(a, b)〉αc , (2.5)

where 1 ≤ αc ≤ bA|Cac b
C|B
cb for non-vanishing

bA|Cac b
C|B
cb ≡ N(a; c; b). (2.6)

A natural basis state of this interface is constructed as follows.

|(a, b)〉αc for DC > DA, DB

|c〉 =
∑

a∈A, b∈B,
αc≤N(a;c;b)

|(a, b)〉αc , for DA, DB > DC . (2.7)

Comparing with [10, 13, 32] where the interface preserves only a sub-algebra of those

of phases A and B, it corresponds to the case in which C as a topological order

condenses to A and B separately. In this case, these basis states |(a, b)〉αc correspond

to the intertwiner state in equation (2.5) in [10], and the multiplicity is given precisely

by the b matrix. We do not however impose the “modular invariance” condition. This

is a generic feature in computing entanglement entropy in Chern-Simons theory where

we specialize to the “anyon” eigenstate. It is found that the Ishibashi states are the

appropriate states which has the correct information about fluxes threading the edges.

11. These series of condensation pattern would lead to hierarchies of identities between

characters. For example, suppose A condenses to C and B also condenses to C. Then

we have

χCc =
∑
a

bA|Cac χAa =
∑
b

b
C|B
cb χBb . (2.8)

In the following, we illustrate examples of interfaces in both Abelian and non-Abelian

theories. Particularly, we focus on models related to the quantum doubles D(G), where

G is some group G. These models have well known lattice descriptions whose boundaries

have been studied in detail (See for example [33–38]), and they provide independent checks

of the computations and proposal we will discuss in the paper.

– 6 –
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2.2 Examples in Abelian Chern Simons theories

In this section we will set the stage for computations in later sections. Particularly, we

will describe a class of Abelian Chern-Simons theories that correspond to the ZN quantum

double. Some details of these models are reviewed in the appendix A. Particularly, the

action is given by equations (A.4) and (A.8). We will construct explicitly examples of

their gapped boundaries and interfaces, by identifying the relevant condensed anyons, and

constructing a corresponding set of Ishibashi states that describes the gapped boundary. A

review and an explanation of the notations used in the main text of the paper is relegated

to the appendix A.

2.2.1 Gapped boundaries in a ZN theory

Recall that a gapped boundary is characterized by anyon condensation that takes the

topological order A to the trivial phase. The set of condensed anyons would form a so

called Lagrangian subalgebra. This has been discussed in general in [18, 21, 23–27, 39–42]

and in the special case of Abelian CS theories, in [21, 27]. In a D(ZN ) quantum double,

all such Lagrangian subalgebras are known. We can take the set L of condensed anyons as

L = {(P 1, P 2)}, (2.9)

where (P 1, P 2) is the pair of quantized quantum numbers (see equation (A.9), (A.12)) of

the condensed sector.

Among them there are two sets of gapped boundaries that are shared by all D(ZN )

theories and we will take them as examples for illustration purpose. These boundaries are

called “electric” and “magnetic” boundaries respectively. Physically, the former correspond

to the condensation of all electric charges and magnetic charges respectively i.e.

LE = {(Nn+ a, 0)}, n ∈ Z, 0 ≤ a ≤ N − 1, (2.10)

and similarly

LM = {(0, Nm+ b)}, m ∈ Z, 0 ≤ b ≤ N − 1. (2.11)

We note that these vectors that are collected into the condensed set L are more selective

than picking all charge vectors corresponding to the condensed topological sector. In

particular, they are “self-null” and “mutually-null” vectors satisfying

P IliK
−1
IJ P

J
lj

= 0, ∀(P 1
li
, P 2

li
) ∈ Lc, (2.12)

where Lc denotes a generic collection of vectors of condensates in a Lagrangian subalgebra.

This has been discussed at length in [27, 42], particularly how they are related to existence

of corresponding relevant operators that could gap these edge modes.

Alternatively, one can think of these Lagrangian subalgebra as characterizing conformal

boundary conditions [43, 44]. We note that the boundary theory has a set of U(1) global

symmetries extended to a U(1) Kac-Moody algebra. The conserved currents are given by

JIx =
KIJ

2π
∂xΦJ . (2.13)

– 7 –
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This implies that the zero mode of the current is given by

JIx,0 ≡
∫ l

0
dx JIx = P I . (2.14)

The Lagrangian subalgebra defines a boundary condition, or alternatively a boundary state

|ψ〉〉 that preserves the following symmetries

P IliK
−1
IJ J

J
x |ψ〉〉 = 0. (2.15)

Using (2.14), this implies that the boundary condition is allowing the state to carry non-

trivial expectation values of PIi simultaneously if they are mutually null, as described

in (2.12). Indeed we only need a minimal set of vectors (P 1
li
, P 2

li
) that are linearly indepen-

dent to generate the entire Lc. In the case of the electric boundary, we need only the null

vector (1, 0). I.e.

K−1
12 J

2
x |ψ〉〉E ≡

1

2π
∂xΦ1|ψ〉〉E = 0. (2.16)

Similarly a magnetic boundary would amount to taking the condensate vector (0, 1), leading

to
1

2π
∂xΦ2|ψ〉〉M = 0. (2.17)

Now in terms of the right and left moving fields, the above conditions on the boundary

state can be re-written as

(JL ± JR)|ψ〉〉E/M = 0, JL,R =
1

2π
∂xΦL,R, (2.18)

where ΦL,R are related to Φ1,2 by (A.9). We immediately note that the above equations im-

plies that the states |ψ〉〉E/M are indeed conformal boundary states satisfying the conformal

boundary condition,

(Ln − L̄−n)|ψ〉〉E/M = 0, (2.19)

where Ln are the Virasoro generators of the left-moving modes and L̄m the corresponding

generators of the right-moving modes. This follows from the fact that the stress tensor can

be expressed as

T = πJLJL, T̄ = πJRJR (2.20)

by the Sugawara construction. We note that the Hamiltonian H in (A.15) is indeed given

by

H = L0 + L̄0 −
c

12
, where c = 1. (2.21)

In terms of the mode expansion,

(αL,n ± αR,−n)|ψ〉〉E/M = 0 (2.22)

The corresponding boundary Ishibashi state has the following form:

|ψ〉〉E/M = exp

(
−2πε

l
H

)
exp

(
∓
∞∑
n=1

1

n
αL,−nαR,−n

)
)|PL, PR〉〉E/M , (2.23)

– 8 –
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where

PL = ∓PR, (2.24)

for electric and magnetic boundaries respectively. The boundary state is not normalizable,

and so exp(−2πε
l H) serves as a regularization, with ε infinitesimal. The parameter l is the

length of the circle. The norm of this state is then given by

〈〈ψ|ψ〉〉 =
q
P2
L
2

η(q)
, q = e

−8πε
l (2.25)

This has been discussed for example in [12], although we would like to make the

connection to anyon condensation more transparent in the current discussion.

2.2.2 The D(ZM) − D(ZN) interface — chiral symmetry breaking and en-

hancement

Consider a cylinder with an interface in the middle between D(ZM ) occupying the top

half of the cylinder, and D(ZN ) the bottom half. At the interface, there would be a set

of upper edge (u) fields Φ
(u)
I contributed by D(ZM ), and similarly a lower edge (l) fields

Φ
(l)
I contributed by D(ZN ). It is convenient to fold across the interface, taking the time

reversal of the upper edge. Doing that, the K matrices are correspondingly given by

K(u) =

(
0 M

M 0

)
, K(l) = −

(
0 N

N 0

)
(2.26)

The minus sign exchanges left and right modes in the folded theory. Here for concreteness,

we take M = mC, N = nC for some common factor C of M and N . For simplicity, we

consider n and m to be relatively prime i.e. (n,m) = 1, and that m > n. As explained, every

interface admits a description in terms of anyon condensation. In the current situation, we

will consider one obvious class of interface between D(ZM )−D(ZN ). I.e. we can consider

anyon condensation of both phases D(ZM,N ) simultaneously down to D(ZC). This can be

achieved by condensing C units of electric charges in D(ZM ) and D(ZN ) separately. I.e.

the condensates correspond to a collection Cl,u of sectors labeled by

Cl = {(P (l) 1 = Na+ sC, P (l) 2 = Nb)}, Cu = {(P (u) 1 = Ma+ qC, P (u) 2 = Mb)}
(2.27)

where s, q are integers satisfying 0 ≤ s ≤ n and 0 ≤ q ≤ m, and a ∈ Z. These P I

are zero modes as defined in (A.9). Note that these Cl and Cu individually do not form

a Lagrangian subgroup, since the condensed phase is non-trivial. Now, sectors that will

remain unconfined are given by

Ul = {(P (l) 1 = Na1 + d1, P
(l) 2 = Na2 + nb1)}, (2.28)

Uu = {(P (u) 1 = Ma3 + d2, P
(u) 2 = Ma4 +mb2)}, (2.29)

for all 0 ≤ bi ≤ C − 1, 0 ≤ d1 ≤ n− 1, 0 ≤ d2 ≤ m− 1 and all ai ∈ Z.

– 9 –
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Figure 1. The D(ZN ) − D(ZM ) interface on a cylinder. The doubled red and blue lines at the

interface denotes the pair of left and right moving modes in the upper and lower entanglement cut.

In the condensed phase however, two sectors from the parent phases are identified if

they are related by addition of vectors in Cl,u. Therefore, pairs of anyon lines from the

lower and upper half of the cylinder can match up in the (infinitesimally thin) intermediate

condensed phase if they are mapped to the same sector there. This leads to the matching

of quantum numbers given by

(P (l) 1 = Na1 + sC + x↔ P (u) 1 = Ma3 + qC + x),

where 0 ≤ x ≤ C − 1, 0 ≤ s ≤ n− 1, 0 ≤ q ≤ m− 1, (2.30)

(P (l) 2 = Na2 + nb↔ P (u) 2 = Ma4 +mb), where 0 ≤ b ≤ C − 1 (2.31)

One can see that x, b are parametrizing the electric and magnetic sectors of D(ZC) respec-

tively. Since the intermediate D(ZC) phase is squeezed to infinitesimal size, this matching

pattern must correspond to a matching condition of the fields that ultimately is identified

with a conformal boundary condition appropriate for a gapped interface. One can check

that

n∂xΦ
(l)
2 −m∂xΦ

(u)
2 = 0, ∂xΦ

(l)
1 − ∂xΦ

(u)
1 = 0 (2.32)

recovers the matching of the sectors that is described in (2.30), (2.31). Moreover, in terms

of the overall K matrix of the folded theory K = K(u)⊕K(l), the above boundary conditions

defines two linearly independent 4-component basis vectors l1,2,

lT1 = (0,−m, 0, n), lT2 = (−1, 0, 1, 0) (2.33)

that satisfy the “self-null” and “mutually-null” conditions (2.12) and generate a Lagrangian

subalgebra in the K theory. We would like to determine if the matching condition (2.32)

implies a set of conformal boundary conditions. One readily checks that imposing the

above conditions do not ensure matching of H(u) and H(l) even for the zero mode con-

tribution. This can be attributed to the fact that taking the convenient choice for the

velocity parameters so that r = 1 in (A.9), the matching condition (2.32) maps left-moving

modes from one edge to both left and right moving modes on the other edge. To recover
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conformal boundary conditions at the interface, we restore the parameters r in (A.9), and

demand that (2.32) relates left-moving modes only to right-moving modes. Denoting these

parameters on the upper/lower edge by r(u,l), we have

r(u)

r(l)
=
m

n
, (2.34)

so that (2.32) reduces to

∂x(Φ
(u)
L,R − Φ

(l)
R,L) = 0. (2.35)

We note that (2.34) is the analogue of the constraint on the radius of free bosons to

obtain a topological interface in [45]. The relation (2.34) does not determine the velocity

matrix uniquely. For convenience, we therefore set V
(u)

11 = V
(l)

11 = 1, V
(u)

22 = M2 and

V
(l)

22 = N2. The constraints on P (u,l) 1,2 satisfying (2.32) can be summarized as follows:

n

N
P (l) 1 ≡

(
na1 +

sC + x1
l

C

)
=
m

M
P (u) 1 ≡

(
ma3 +

qC + x1
u

C

)
. (2.36)

Similarly,
P (l) 2

N
≡
(
a2 +

nbl
N

)
=
P (u) 2

M
≡
(
a4 +

mbu
M

)
. (2.37)

Finally, we thus have

x1
l = x1

u = x, na1 + s = ma3 + q, (2.38)

bl = bu ≡ b, a2 = a4 ≡ a. (2.39)

In (2.38), each set of (s, q, x, b) parametrizes a different charge sector in the upper and

lower edge modes respectively. For fixed (s, q, x, b), we can reparemtrize by

na1 + s = ma3 + q = mnα+ β, (2.40)

where 0 ≤ β ≤ mn − 1 and for α ∈ Z. For every x, there are m ∗ n distinct anyon pairs

that can be joined at the interface. That is now completely parametrized by β.

The Ishibashi state for a set of eigenvalues s, q, x, b can now be written as

|s, q, x, b〉〉 = e−
2πε
l

(H(u)+H(l))
∑
α,a

exp

(∑
σ

1

σ
α

(u)
L,−σα

(l)
R,−σ

)
(2.41)

× exp

(∑
v

1

v
α

(u)
R,−vα

(l)
L,−v

)
|P (l)
L,R = P

(u)
R,L 〉,

for P
(u,l)
L,R related to the parameters defined in (2.38), (2.39) via (A.9), and where H(u,l) are

defined as in (A.15).

The norm of this state is given by

〈〈s, q, x, b|s, q, x, b〉〉 ≡ χs,q,x,b(τ) =
∑
α,a

q
(nmCα+Cβ+x)2+(a+ n

N
b)2

2

η(q)2
, q ≡ e2πiτ = e−

8πε
l

(2.42)
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We note that this function χs,q,x,b(τ) is related to the corresponding characters of D(ZC)

with electric and magnetic quantum numbers labeled by (x, b)

χZCx,b (τ) =
∑

q∈{0,···m−1}
s∈{0,···n−1}

χs,q,x,b(τ). (2.43)

One wonders what these characters χs,q,x,b are. A moment’s thought reveals that these

are characters of sectors belonging to D(ZCnm) that remain unconfined as it condenses to

D(ZN ) and D(ZM ). In other words, when we insist upon preserving the resolution of

individual anyons in A and B, our boundary condition (2.32) has invoked an intermedi-

ate topological phase D(ZCnm). The Ishibashi state |s, q, x, b〉〉 describes chiral symmetry

breaking of the D(ZN ) and D(ZM ) edge CFT’s which has fewer sectors corresponding to

the trivial sectors. As already described in the introduction, breaking of chiral symmetry

is an enhancement of topological symmetries of the topological order. I.e. there are more

topological charges conserved individually.

What about the anyon condensation to D(ZC) that inspired the analysis of this section?

This is encoded in (2.43). The intermediate phase D(ZC) has an enhanced chiral symmetry

but diminished topological symmetry. All sectors labeled by different s, q for fixed x = b = 0

are all absorbed into its chiral symmetry algebra. Therefore the final interface described

by an auxiliary D(ZC) with fixed ZC charges x, b threading the interface is given by the

Ishibashi state

|x, b〉〉ZC =
∑
s,q

|s, q, x, b〉〉. (2.44)

To summarize, the interface D(ZN ) − D(ZM ) described by the anyon condensation

pattern of these phases to D(ZC) led to the Ishibashi state (2.44). In the process, we dis-

covered another interface described by an intermediate phase D(ZCnm). It has an enhanced

topological symmetry but diminished chiral symmetry, being related to D(ZN,M ) by con-

densing separately to each phase. This auxiliary phase D(ZCnm) is related to D(ZC) also

by anyon condensation. We note that equation (2.43) is precisely the special case of (2.3)

describing the anyon condensation pattern that takes D(ZCnm)→ D(ZC).

In other words, we have illustrated in explicit examples the extension and breaking

of the chiral symmetry algebra by simple currents at an interface. A state where we sum

over the sectors on either side of the interface corresponding to a single sector in D(ZC)

is a state that preserves a larger chiral symmetry algebra. This larger chiral symmetry

algebra is characterized by the condensed phase D(ZC). On the other hand a boundary

condition that preserves the individual identity of anyons in the two topological phases

at the interface breaks the chiral symmetry algebra to a common subalgebra of the two

phases, characterized by the topological order D(ZCnm).

In general, we can consider interfaces that preserve an even smaller chiral symmetry

algebra, characterized by an even more complicated auxilliary topological order. It would

then become possible that the same (a, b) anyon junction at the interface has more than

one independent way of joining, a scenario that we have briefly described near (2.4).
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This can be compared with the discussion on CFT interfaces [10], which is characterized

by chiral symmetry breaking. Here, from the perspective of topological phases, this has

an immediate interpretation in terms of introducing an auxiliary topological phase that

condenses in different ways to the phases A and B sandwiching the interface. In the

discussion of topological orders however, it is equally natural to discuss chiral symmetry

enhancement based on condensation of A and B itself. This thus complements the picture

offered by the CFT analysis.

2.3 Non-Abelian examples: D(S3)

In the following, we will present examples of gapped boundaries and interfaces involving

non-Abelian theories. The example we will discuss in some detail involves the D(S3) model.

It is basically an S3 lattice gauge theory. The quantum double D(S3) of permutation group

S3 =
〈
x, y|x3 = y2 = e, xyxy = e

〉
. D(S3) has 8 anyon types {A,B,C,D,E, F,G,H}. It

is known that A is the trivial sector and B the electric charge corresponding to the 1d

representation of S3. All the other anyons are non-abelian anyons with quantum dimension

> 1, and the total quantum dimension of the theory is D = 6.

A summary of the basic topological data of the model is relegated to the appendix B.

We would like to use the topological data to recover the corresponding edge states

in the continuum limit. It is known that the set of topological data coincides with an

orbifold CFT [46]. Presumably the orbifold CFT recovers the correct edge CFT. In the

case of Abelian theories D(ZN ) where the edge CFT can be constructed explicitly via the

Chern-Simons theory as reviewed at length in the appendix, we can see that the orbifold

description is well founded.

The orbifold description is based on the determination of the chiral symmetry algebra

of a chiral CFT. In [46] it is assumed that group action is completely chiral, so that one can

consider the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic algebra separately, and subsequently built

up a diagonal modular invariant. As we have seen in the edge theory of the Chern-Simons

description of the Abelian quantum doubles D(ZN ), this is not the case in the edge theory.

The left and right moving modes combine in particular ways to recover the electric and mag-

netic sectors. It is not the case that all the anyons of the quantum double gets completely

encoded within the holomorphic sector alone. The actual edge theory however, has to be a

non-chiral theory where only a condensable set of anyons could generate modular invariants.

The analysis of [46] can be done directly on the combined holomorphic and anti-

holomorphic sector. I.e. consider a chiral and anti-chiral symmetry algebra C = V ⊗ Ū . In

principle U may not be equal to V. However, from the experience with explicit study of

the edge modes of the D(ZN ) model, it appears that indeed there is nothing to distinguish

the left and the right, and U = V. The chiral and anti-chiral symmetry algebra must

each contain a copy of the Virasoro algebra. As a non-chiral theory the holomorphic and

anti-holomorphic central charges must be equal, and this is automatically satisfied.

Now for entirely the same reasons as described in [46], we expect that C enjoys an

internal S3 symmetry, and so it can be decomposed into

C = ⊕α[[φα]]⊗ rα, (2.45)
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where rα denotes representations of S3. The [[φα]] labels a pair of left and right primary

representations. Note that from experience with the Abelian case, it does not necessarily

satisfy hαL = hαR, where hαL(R) are the (anti)-holomorphic conformal dimensions. However,

since the spin of a sector is given by hL−hR, we expect that the bosonic sectors, namely the

pure electric (labelled by group representations) and pure magnetic (labelled by conjugacy

classes) sectors in fact are left right symmetric. This expectation is borne out clearly in

the Abelian case. In the orbifold CFT, only

C0 = [[φe]]⊗ e (2.46)

remains as the chiral symmetry. The decomposition of C recovers the electric sectors.

The magnetic and dyonic sectors come from the twisted sectors that generate non-trivial

monodromies on the electric sectors. They are local only w.r.t. C0. They can be classified

in precisely the manner described in [46]. For completeness we enlist the twisted sector T
here, which can be further decomposed into sub-sectors:

T = ⊕g,αg [[φgαg ]]⊗ rαg . (2.47)

Here, g is a group element belonging to the group G = S3 and rαg the representation of the

centralizer group Ng of g i.e. [h, g] = 1 for h ∈ Ng. While these twist fields have non-trivial

monodromies with sectors in C, these monodromies are only defined up to conjugation.

Therefore [[φgαg ]] ⊗ rαg are entirely isomorphic for all g ∈ A for some conjugacy class A.

They are thus directly denoted as [[φAαA ]]⊗ rαA . Characters for a sector is then defined as

χgαg(q, q̄) = Tr[[φgαg ]][q
L0−c/24q̄L̄0−c/24]. (2.48)

These distinct sectors are in one-to-one correspondence with the representations of

D(S3) which are summarized in the appendix.

2.3.1 Gapped boundaries of D(S3)

In the following, we would like to understand the gapped boundaries of D(S3) from the

perspective of the edge CFT. The set of gapped boundaries are again describable by anyon

condensation. It is realized however that there is an efficient way of describing them in

the lattice model. Namely, in the lattice realization as a G = S3 lattice gauge theory,

where the Hilbert space at each site is a |G| = |S3| = 6 dimensional space labelled by

the group elements of the group, the boundary sites can be restricted to span only a

subgroup K ⊂ G = S3 [35]. Each subgroup K in fact corresponds to a particular set

of anyon condensation at the boundary. By computing overlaps of characters defined for

the quantum double, these condensates, in fact the values of bc0, the branching matrix

introduced in the section 2.1, can be worked out efficiently [35], giving an alternative route

to the methods discussed in [17–19].

We denote by C(K) the anyons that can condense at the boundary with boundary

subgroup K. By calculating the inner product of characters one obtains the following

table of condensed anyons associated with the respective boundary condition.

As we have mentioned in section 2.1, anyon condensation corresponds to extension of

the chiral symmetry algebra. For some simple cases, it appears fairly clear how the algebra

extension should proceed. We will inspect some of them in detail in the following.
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subgroup K C(K) = ⊕c bc0 c
{e} A⊕B ⊕ 2C

{e, y}, {e, xy}, {e, x2y} A⊕ C ⊕D
{e, x, x2} A⊕B ⊕ 2F

S3 A⊕D ⊕ F

Table 1. Condensed anyons corresponding to boundary subgroup K.

1. C(K) = A⊕B⊕ 2C. In this case, it corresponds to taking the entirety of C defined

in equation (2.45) to be the chiral symmetry algebra. As a result we can only keep sectors

that have trivial monodromy with it, so that all the twisted sectors are discarded in the

extended CFT. The explicit way we are extending the chiral symmetry algebra also ensures

that (2.3) would hold. Since A,B,C all have trivial twists, they should satisfy hL = hR.

The condensate should define conformal boundary states. We expect that a conformal

boundary state |Be〉〉 can be constructed by demanding

Ln − L̄−n|Be〉〉 = 0, (OLhα(x)ORhα(x))|t=0|Be〉〉 = |Be〉〉 (2.49)

where OLhα(x)ORhα(x) ∈ [[φα]]. The second equation is the “exponentiation” of the condi-

tion (2.18) that appears in the Abelian case, since JL,R ∼ ∂xΦL,R and the exponentiation

gives ∼ exp(ΦL) exp(ΦR), which is the vertex operator corresponding to the condensed

sector.

2. C(K) = A ⊕ C ⊕ D. This is a more interesting case because C is the 2d irrep

(electric charge) sector of S3 and D the twist (magnetic charge) sector corresponding to

the conjugacy class of 2 cycles in S3. This conjugacy class has 3 members (the three

distinct 2 cycles), and therefore D has quantum dimension equals 3. However, according

to the branching matrix and the identity (2.3) expected to hold, it is suggesting that only

part of the operator algebra corresponding to C and D participates in extending the chiral

symmetry algebra. In these cases where the quantum dimension is integral and that they

are in direct correspondence with representations and group elements of a discrete group,

it is relatively straightforward to guess the precise form of the extension. Namely, consider

the sector [[φα=2]]⊗ r2, where r2 is a 2d vector space on which the 2d irrep acts. With this

tensor product structure, we can easily decompose this space into

[[φ2]]⊗ r2 = ([[φ2]]⊗ v1)⊕ ([[φ2]]⊗ v1), r2 = v1 ⊕ v2. (2.50)

How should this basis vi be chosen? Looking ahead that all operators in the chiral symmetry

algebra are mutually local, we look into one of the three 2-cycles of S3 — say (12). In the 2d

rep, there exists a basis in which its representation matrix is diagonalized, with eigenvalues

±1 with corresponding eigenvectors v
(12)
± . We will take v1,2 = v

(12)
± respectively. Altogether,

we come up with the following extension of the chiral symmetry algebra

Cext = ([[φe]]⊗ e)⊕ ([[φ2]]⊗ v(12)
+ )⊕ ([[φg=(12)

e ]]⊗ e). (2.51)
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This ensures that the operators in Cext are all mutually local. Again we note that the

extension is consistent with the identity (2.3). Corresponding boundary states should be

constructed in an analogous manner as in (2.49).

The other cases can be analyzed in an analogous manner as in cases 1,2 above.

2.3.2 The D(Z4)−D(S3) interface

We would like to explore a D(Z4) − D(S3) interface. It is known that both D(Z4) and

D(S3) can condense into a D(Z2) phase.

In D(Z4), it is two units of the electric charge that condenses. The unit charge e

and 3e are both identified with the Z2 unit charge, and two units of the magnetic charge

identified with the unit magnetic charge in Z2. It is thus characterized by the following

non-vanishing b matrix elements.

b
4|2
(0e,0m),(0e,0m) = b

4|2
(2e,0m),(0e,0m) = 1; (2.52)

b
4|2
(1e,2am),(1e,am) = b

4|2
(3e,2am),(1e,am) = 1, a = {0, 1}. (2.53)

On the D(S3) side, the condensation is slightly more complicated. This is discussed

to some detail in [18]. We can summarize the condensation pattern by the following non-

vanishing b matrix elements

b
S3|2
A,(0e,0m) = b

S3|2
C,(0e,0m) = 1; (2.54)

b
S3|2
B,(1e,0m) = b

S3|2
C,(1e,0m) = 1; (2.55)

b
S3|2
D,(0e,1m) = 1; (2.56)

b
S3|2
E,(1e,1m) = 1. (2.57)

Each anyon in D(S3) that remains unconfined in D(Z2) can now be connected to two

different D(Z4) anyons. e.g. A→ 0, 2e.

A conformal boundary state that respects the chiral symmetry algebra of D(Z2) is

obtained by a sum over basis states

|c ∈ D(Z2)〉 =
∑

a∈D(Z4),b∈D(S3),

αc≤b4|2ac b
2|S3
cb 6=0

|(a, b)〉c,αc . (2.58)

Alternatively, we can construct boundary conditions that breaks chiral symmetry al-

gebra by embedding D(Z4) and D(S3) into a common larger topological phase. Simple

possibilities include D(S3 × Z4) or more interestingly, D(S4).

3 Entanglement of cylindrical regions in a cylinder

3.1 A cylinder without interfaces

In this section, we will present examples computing entanglement of a cylindrical region R

embedded in a cylinder.
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(a) Anyon line basis. (b) Anyon loop basis.

Figure 2. For a cylinder topology with non-trivial GSD, the ground states can be specified either

by anyon line connecting the upper and lower physical boundary, or by anyon loop winding around

non-contractible cycle.

Figure 3. A cylindrical region R is embedded in a cylinder. The entanglement cut (white dashed

line) separates region R and R̄. An anyon line (yellow) connects the upper and lower boundary.

A general solution is obtained in three steps. First, we construct ground state basis for

given gapped boundaries of the cylinder. Then for each of the orthogonal basis state we

construct the appropriate Ishibashi state describing the entanglement cut. Finally, one can

compute the entanglement across the entanglement cut. The strategy is basically identical

to [12] with the extra burden of determining the degenerate ground state. As already

discussed at length in the previous sections, a physical gapped boundary is characterized

by anyon condensation such that the condensed phase becomes trivial with all anyons

confined. The construction of ground state basis on a cylinder has been discussed at length

in [4]. A convenient set of basis is obtained by attaching an anyon line that connects the

upper and lower boundary.(figure 2a) Each such anyon must be a shared member of the

condensates of the top and bottom boundaries. The number of independent states for 1

given anyon line can be greater than 1. In general the number of independent basis state
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for a given anyon line a is na,
1

na = bbottom
a0 btop

a0 . (3.1)

The total number of independent degenerate ground states on a cylinder is then

GSDcylinder =
∑
a

bbottom
a0 btop

a0 . (3.2)

We have implicitly taken Na
a0 = 1 For a given basis state constructed above, we consider

the CFT state that describes the entanglement cut. In [47], chiral topological orders are

considered. As such each entanglement cut is described by an Ishibashi state that satisfies

(Ln − L̄−n)|ha〉〉 = 0, |ha〉〉 =
∑
k

exp

(
−2π

l
ε
(
L0 + L̄0 −

c

12

))
|ha, k〉L ⊗ |ha, k〉R (3.3)

where ha labels the primary sector with conformal dimension ha corresponding to the anyon

line piercing through the entanglement cut. We note that each cut creates an upper and

lower edge, related to each other by time-reversal under a fold. For a chiral topological

order, this gives rise to a pair of left and right moving modes, explaining the L,R labels

above. The conformal boundary condition is therefore a matching condition across the

entanglement cut which is a trivial (non-existent) defect.

In the situations considered in the current paper, the topological orders are non-chiral.

This is a necessary condition to ensure that the physical boundaries can be gapped at

all. Therefore, the edge modes are already non-chiral. The upper and lower half edges at

the entanglement cut thus make up two sets of {Lσn, L̄σn}, where we include a super-script

σ = {l, u} to denote the pair of Virasoro operators for the lower/upper edge at a cut. The

matching condition satisfied by the generalized Ishibashi state should be enhanced to

(Lln − L̄u−n)|ha〉〉 = (Lun − L̄l−n)|ha〉〉 = 0. (3.4)

Similarly, for any other conserved currents we also expect them to satisfy a matching

condition.

(J ln − J̄u−n)|ha〉〉 = (Jun − J̄ l−n)|ha〉〉 = 0. (3.5)

The generalized Ishibashi states satisfying the above condition is then given by

|a〉〉 =
∑
k,k̄

exp

(
−2πε

l
H

)
|(hLa , k), (hRa , k̄)〉l ⊗ |(hLa , k̄), (hRa , k)〉u (3.6)

where the pair (hLa , h
R
a ) corresponds to the conformal dimension of the primary represen-

tation that is associated to the anyon, and k, k̄ are the level number of the left and right

moving modes on the same side of the edge at the entanglement cut. They are summed

independently. We note also that hLa is generically not equal to hRa . In the case of the

Abelian Chern-Simons description of the D(ZN ) theories, bound states of electric and

1We have implicitly assumed that time reversal is an automorphism of the topological order and that

the dual of an anyon a is its time-reversed ā. They fuse to the trivial sector with exactly one unique fusion

channel. I.e. N1
aā = 1.
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magnetic charges correspond to PL 6= PR in (A.12). In those cases therefore hLa 6= hRa .

Also the Hamiltonian H here is defined as

H = Ll0 + Lu0 + L̄l0 + L̄u0 − 2
c+ c̄

24
, c = c̄ for a non-chiral theory. (3.7)

The inner product is given by

〈〈a|a〉〉 = χa(τ), q ≡ exp(2πiτ) = e−
8πε
l (3.8)

This factor χa is the character characterizing the anyon a. Note that in our examples

where the topological order is non-chiral, these characters involve contributions from both

the left and right moving sectors.

Putting together the two entanglement cuts, the state describing them is given by

|ψ〉 = |a〉〉top cut ⊗ |a〉〉bottom cut. (3.9)

The anyon characterizing the upper and the lower cut should be the same, given that the

same anyon line cuts through both entanglement cuts.

The reduced density matrix is obtained by tracing out the upper half edge in the top

entanglement cut, and the lower half edge in the bottom cut. The Renyi entropy is then

given by [7, 10–12, 47] (and also references therein)

S(n) =
1 + n

n

πl(c+ c̄)

48ε
− 2lnD +

1

1− n
ln
∑
a

|ψa|2nd2−2n
a . (3.10)

Finally, the entanglement entropy is obtained by taking the limit n→ 1, giving,

SEE =
πl(c+ c̄)

24ε
− 2 lnD + 2

∑
a

|ψa|2lnda −
∑
a

|ψa|2ln|ψa|2. (3.11)

We note that the current perspective based on anyon flux piercing the entanglement

cut is closely related to the fusion-basis viewpoint described in [48].

3.2 Examples in Abelian Chern-Simons theory

In this section, we will illustrate the discussion above with explicit examples in a class of

Abelian Chern-Simons theory, namely the field theoretic equivalence of the D(ZN ) models

reviewed in some detail in section A. For later convenience, we label the top and bot-

tom entanglement boundary by b1 and b2 respectively, while the top and bottom physical

boundaries we denote by B1 and B2 respectively.

Let us first construct the Ishibashi state at the entanglement cut b1. The K matrix

that describes both the upper (u) and lower (l) edges at the cut are both corresponding to

the D(ZN ) theory. It is convenient to fold across the cut and take the time-reversal of the

upper edge, so that we have:

K(l) = −K(u) =

(
0 N

N 0

)
(3.12)
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Here, the matching condition corresponding to (3.5) satisfied by the (generalized)

Ishibashi state |ha〉〉 reads

{
∂x(Φ

(l)
L − Φ

(u)
R )|ha〉〉 = 0

∂x(Φ
(l)
R − Φ

(u)
L )|ha〉〉 = 0

. (3.13)

This implies {
(α

(u)
L,n − α

(l)
R,−n)|ha〉〉 = 0

(α
(u)
R,−n − α

(l)
L,n)|ha〉〉 = 0

(3.14)

This gives

|ha〉〉 = exp

( ∞∑
n=1

1

n
α

(l)
L,−nα

(u)
R,−n

)
exp

( ∞∑
s=1

1

s
α

(l)
R,−sα

(u)
L,−s

)
|P (l)
L , P

(u)
R 〉 ⊗ |P

(l)
R , P

(u)
L 〉 (3.15)

We still need to determine the value of zero modes. Using (A.12) and the matching

conditions above, we have

P
(u)
L,R = P

(l)
R,L =

1√
2N

(
± (NC1 + c1) + (NC2 + c2)

)
C1, C2 ∈ Z
c1, c2 ∈ [0, N − 1]

(3.16)

The boundary conditions on B1 and B2 impose restrictions on the mod N quantum

numbers c1,2 which determine the anyon line pierces through the edge . Consider the case

where B1 is characterized by the electric condensate, it implies c2 = 0. If in addition we

have B2 characterized by the magnetic condensate, then c1 = 0. We are then left with

c1 = 0, c2 = 0

P
(u)
L,R = P

(l)
R,L =

√
N

2

(
± C1 + C2

) (3.17)

The vanishing of the ci quantum numbers means that there is only one unique anyon line

that can pierce both the bottom and top physical boundaries, and thus the ground state

of the CS theory on the cylinder with such boundary conditions is unique. All of these Ci
quantum numbers correspond to the same topological sector, and they would eventually

be summed over in the Ishibashi state. The state at b2 can be carried out similarly and
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the full specification of the state at the entanglement cut is given by

|B〉〉 = e−ε(Hb1+Hb2 )|c1 = c2 = 0〉〉b1 ⊗ |c1 = c2 = 0〉〉b2

|c1 = c2 = 0〉〉b1 =
∑
C1,C2

exp

( ∞∑
n=1

1

n
α

(u1)
L,−nα

(l1)
R,−n

)

× exp

( ∞∑
s=1

1

s
α

(u1)
R,−sα

(l1)
L,−s

)
|P (u1)
L , P

(l1)
R , P

(u1)
R , P

(l1)
L 〉b1

|c1 = c2 = 0〉〉b2 =
∑
C3,C4

exp

( ∞∑
n=1

1

n
α

(u2)
L,−nα

(l2)
R,−n

)

× exp

( ∞∑
s=1

1

s
α

(u2)
R,−sα

(l2)
L,−s

)
|P (u2)
L , P

(l2)
R , P

(u2)
R , P

(l2)
L 〉b2

(3.18)

with zero modes P
(u1)
L,R,b1

= P
(l1)
R,L,b1

=
√

N
2 (±C1 + C2)

P
(l2)
L,R,b2

= P
(u2)
R,L,b2

=
√

N
2 (±C3 + C4)

(3.19)

Clearly this is an unique ground state that consist of only one topological sector, which is

consistent with the GSD of ZN on a cylinder with such kind of anyon condensation.

NB ≡ 〈〈B|B〉〉 =
∑

C1,C2,C3,C4

e−
4πε
l
N((C1)2+(C2)2+(C3)2+(C4)2)

η(e−
8πε
l )4

=
1

N2η(e−
πl
2ε )4

∑
k1,k2,k3,k4

e−
πl(k2

1+k2
2+k2

3+k2
4)

4Nε

l/ε→∞→ q−1/6

N2
.

(3.20)

The full density matrix ρ = N−1
B |B〉〉〈〈B|. After tracing out the u1, l2 modes, we

obtain the reduced density matrix ρA. Finally we have,

TrL(ρnA)
l/ε→∞→ q1/6(n− 1

n
)N2(n−1)

SEE = − lim
n→1

∂nTr(ρnL) =
πl

6ε
− 2 lnN

(3.21)

Other cases with different boundaries can be carried out with the same procedure.

Supposed B1, B2 are both characterized by the electric condensates, then c2 = 0 while c1

can take any value. In which case, a generic state would look like

|ψ〉 =
∑
c1

ψc1 |c1〉〉b1 ⊗ |c1〉〉b2 . (3.22)

The resulting entanglement entropy is given by

SEE =
πl

12ε
− 2 lnN −

∑
a

|ψc1 |2 ln |ψc1 |2. (3.23)
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We note that the quantum dimension D of the ZN models is precisely D = N . There-

fore the above is recovering the classic result of topological entanglement entropy [2, 3, 12,

49], in which each disconnected component of the entanglement cut contributes to − lnD

and that the anyonic lines only contribute via the |ψc1 | since ln dc = 0 in Abelian theories.

3.3 The D(S3) model

Here we would like to illustrate with one explicit example of a non-Abelian theory, namely,

the D(S3) quantum double. The physical gapped boundaries are again characterized by

anyon condensation. The topological data of this model and the allowed gapped boundary

conditions are reviewed in the appendix. The construction of ground state basis states on

a cylinder with gapped boundary conditions has been discussed at the beginning of this

section.

For concreteness, we consider the top boundary to be characterized by the condensate

A⊕ B ⊕ 2C and the bottom boundary by A⊕ C ⊕D. The number of degenerate ground

state is equal to 3, using (3.2). The three basis states are respectively given by an A line

(denoted |A〉) or two orthogonal configurations of C lines (|C1,2〉) attached at the two ends

of the cylinder. For a generic state, we have

|ψ〉 = ψA|A〉+ ψC1 |C1〉+ ψC2 |C2〉, |ψA|2 + |ψC1 |2 + |ψC2 |2 = 1 (3.24)

We can use equation (3.11) to compute the entanglement entropy of the cylindrical

region. We note that both |C1,2〉 would lead to the same characters when we compute

TrρnR. As a result in practice we can rewrite

ψC1 |C1〉+ ψC2 |C2〉 =
√
|ψC1 |2 + |ψC2 |2|C̃〉,

|C̃〉 =
1√

|ψC1 |2 + |ψC2 |2
(ψC1 |C1〉+ ψC2 |C2〉) .

(3.25)

Finally, using topological data supplied in appendix B and substituting into (3.11),

the topological entanglement entropy of a cylindrical region (subtracting the area term)

not touching the boundaries is given by

SEE −
π(c+ c̄)l

12ε
(3.26)

= −2 ln 6 + 2(|ψC1 |2 + |ψC2 |2) ln 2

−
(
|ψA|2| ln |ψA|2 + (|ψC1 |2 + |ψC2 |2) ln(|ψC1 |2 + |ψC2 |2)

)
. (3.27)

This result can be compared with [14]. It requires some work to decipher the basis in

the lattice theory in terms of the anyon basis described above. The technical details are

relegated to the appendix. We find that (3.27) is in complete agreement with the result

in [14].

3.4 Comments on cylindrical regions R containing an interface

Consider a cylinder consisting of two phases X and Y , respectively occupying the top half

and the bottom half of the cylinder connected by an interface. The ground states are again
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characterized by anyon lines connecting the bottom physical boundary to the top half of

the physical boundary, except that the topological sector of the anyon must change at the

interface. The allowed matching anyon sectors at the interface is controlled by the b matrix

characterizing the boundary, as explained already in section 2.1.

This, combining with a classification of gapped boundaries of each phase, gives a com-

plete basis of degenerate ground state on the cylinder. I.e. the anyon pair that matches at

the interface must also be ones that are allowed to end at the respective physical boundaries

at the end of the cylinder. The ground state degeneracy is given by

GSDX|Y =
∑

a∈X,µ∈Y,i∈C
b
X|I
a0 b

X|C
ai b

C|Y
iµ b

Y |I
µ0 , (3.28)

where bA|B denotes the b matrix characterizing anyon-condensation between phases A and

B. We denote the trivial phase by I, and C an auxilliary phase that characterizes the

interface between A,B. Suppose the anyon pair matched at the interface is labeled by

(a, µ), then the entanglement entropy of the cylindrical region R containing the interface

— i.e. where the interface does not touch the entanglement cut — can be computed by an

analogous formula as in (3.11). This gives

SEE(a, µ)X|Y =
πl(c+ c̄)

24ε
− lnDX − lnDY + (ln da + ln dµ), (3.29)

where DX,Y denotes the quantum dimensions of the respective phases, and da,µ the quan-

tum dimension of the respective anyons.

4 Entanglement across interfaces

In this section, we would like to consider entanglement entropy across an interface that is

pierced by an anyon line. We will focus particularly on the entanglement that is contributed

at the interface. The interface can be described by a hybrid Ishibashi state that is described

in detail in section 2. I.e. one introduces intermediate phase(s) C(n). For concreteness, we

first consider the case where there is one intermediate phase C.

Taking the basis state described in (2.7), and using the relation of the characters (2.3),

this gives

SEE(c)− πl(c+ c̄)

48ε
= lnSCi0 = ln di − lnDC . (4.1)

In other words, the topological entanglement is dictated completely by the auxiliary phase

C characterizing the interface.

What this tells us is that the basis state that we have chosen “resolves” different topo-

logical sectors up to the resolution described by the phase C. As a result, the topological

entanglement entropy is completely controlled by topological data of the auxiliary phase C.

In general where we have an interface obtained by fusion of many intermediate in-

terfaces, we would have the choice of building up basis states that specify a particular

topological sector in any one of the intermediate state, while other anyon lines matched

to this intermediate segment are summed over as above. Then the entanglement entropy

would be characterized purely by properties of this intermediate anyon line.

We will work out some explicit examples in the following.
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Figure 4. There is an interface between region R and R̄, which coincides with the entanglement

cut (white dashed line). Different anyons are matched across the interface.

4.1 Example: entanglement across the D(ZM)−D(ZN) interface

The Ishibashi state describing one D(ZM )−D(ZN ) interface has been constructed in equa-

tion (2.41). The boundary condition impose restrictions on quantum numbers (r, s, (β), x, b)

which determines the sector the anyon line pierces through the edge. Consider the case

where two physical boundaries B1 and B2 are both characterized by the electric condensate,

which implies β = 0 and x = 0. Consider for example the following state

|B〉〉 = |r(β = 0), s(β = 0), x = 0, b〉〉 (4.2)

The reduced density matrix is obtained by tracing out the upper edge in the entanglement

cut. Using (2.42) and the fact that χr,s,x,b are characters of D(ZCmn), we immediately

recover the entanglement entropy

SEE(r, s, x, b) =
πl

12ε
− ln(Cnm). (4.3)

Supposedly one can take arbitrary linear combination of these basis states, and obtain ex-

tra contributions to the entanglement entropy analogous to the last term in (3.11). These

numbers would have appeared meaningless at first sight. On the other hand, as we have

already seen, there are special linear combinations where these numbers take upon a topo-

logical meaning reflecting enhanced chiral symmetry, or anyon condensation. For example,

for a state where we sum over r, s independently, which is equivalent to summing β, we have

|B′〉〉 =
∑

0≤r≤m−1,
0≤s≤n−1

|r, s, x = 0, b〉〉, (4.4)

which is a state that preserves the chiral symmetry algebra characterizing D(ZC). The

entanglement of this state is given by

SEE(r, s, x, b) =
πl

12ε
− ln(C). (4.5)
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4.2 Example: entanglement across the D(S3)−D(Z4) interface

In section 2.3.2 we described the construction of an interface between D(S3) − D(Z4).

Consider an interface controlled by an auxiliary phase D(Z2). I.e. both D(S3) and D(Z4)

condense to D(Z2). Then a natural basis state to consider (e.g. corresponding to the trivial

sector of D(Z2)) would be given by

|0e, 0m〉D(Z2) = |(A, (0e, 0m))〉D(S3)⊗D(Z4) + |(A, (2e, 0m))〉D(S3)⊗D(Z4)+ (4.6)

+ |(C, (0e, 0m))〉D(S3)⊗D(Z4) + |(C, (2e, 0m))〉D(S3)⊗D(Z4).

The entanglement across the interface for this state would be given by the quantum di-

mension of the auxiliary phase — i.e. of D(Z2):

SEE −
πl(c+ c̄)

48ε
= − ln 2. (4.7)

In the language of the edge CFT, we have chosen a combination of states that admits chiral

symmetry enhancement at the boundary.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we explored the effect of gapped boundaries or interfaces on entanglement

entropy. We first elaborated on the connection between anyon condensation and gapped

boundaries/interfaces. Based on the physical data of anyon condensation, that gives a

generic procedure to build a set of ground state basis. For each ground state basis, we

demonstrate in examples how the conformal boundary conditions at the entanglement cut,

appropriate for the gapless edge modes in the extended Hilbert space, is determined directly

or influenced by anyon condensation at the interface/boundary.

Particularly we considered two classes of cases. First, we consider cases where the en-

tanglement cut is not in contact with the interfaces/boundaries, and second, where the cut

coincides with the interface. In the first case, the interface determines the allowed anyon

flux that can pass through the entanglement cut, whose quantum dimensions contribute

to the entanglement entropy subsequently. We show that previous work based on lattice

gauge theories [14] can be reproduced using the current method. In the second case, the

entanglement entropy depends on the extent of chiral symmetry breaking/enhancement at

the interface — this can be understood by the pattern of anyon condensation that defines

the interface. The entanglement entropy is then determined by the quantum dimension

of the “auxiliary” intermediate phase that describes the preserved chiral symmetry at the

interface. We notice that chiral symmetry breaking at an interface is the predominant

scenario considered in the CFT literature [13, 28]. In the context of topological phases

however, it is perhaps more natural to consider chiral symmetry enhancement, which cor-

responds to breaking of the topological symmetry of the physical phases to a “smaller”

auxiliary intermediate phase via anyon condensation.

These demonstrate the intricate interplay between anyon condensation and the struc-

ture of entanglement of the resultant ground states.
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In an accompanying paper [50], we will consider the case where the entanglement

cut passes through the interface or ends at the boundary. The methods and perspective

discussed in this paper can be applied also in those cases, with the extra complication that

careful treatment of the end point of the entanglement cut is needed. More important

data regarding anyon condensation pertaining in particular to the confined sector will be

revealed in the entanglement. This contrasts with the analysis in the current paper where

the condensed sector plays a major role. We will report these interesting results there.
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A Setting the notations of Abelian Chern-Simons theories

The class of Abelian Chern-Simons theories that we are going to consider in the following

takes the following form:

SCS =
1

4π

∫
M
KIJAI ∧ FJ , FJ = dAJ . (A.1)

Where M is a 3d manifold. Here KIJ is a symmetric integral matrix and I = 1, . . . , N .

Quantization would involve gauge fixing (such as taking the temporal gauge AIt = 0)

and solving for the constraints following from the gauge choice. A review of its detailed

procedure can be found for example in [42]. Upon gauge fixing, the action becomes a total

derivative. In the temporal gauge for example, the constraint equation would amount to

the flat condition

FI xy = 0. (A.2)

Setting

AI x,y = ∂x,yΦI (A.3)

for some scalar function Φ and substituting these expressions into the bulk action, we

recover a total derivative term. For M an open manifold with a 2d boundary ∂M , the

total derivative gives rise to the following boundary action

S∂M =
1

4π

∫
∂M

dtdx (KIJ∂tΦI∂xΦJ − V IJ∂xΦI∂xΦJ), (A.4)

There is an extra term involving an integral symmetric matrix V IJ of rank m. As discussed

in [51], it is not determined by the bulk CS action. They can be viewed as physical

parameters that depend on the actual material supporting these gapless edge modes. We
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note that m being even is a necessary (although not sufficient) condition for the edge

modes to be “gappable” by relevant perturbation. The boundary action can be quantized

canonically. This gives, at constant time t,

[ΦI(x),ΠJ(y)] = iδJI δ(x− y), ΠI(x) =
1

2π
KIJ∂xΦJ . (A.5)

Assuming that x is compact and that x ∼ x + l i.e. the boundary at constant time t is a

ring of length l. The mode expansion of ΦI at t = 0 is given by

ΦI(x) = φ0I +K−1
IJ P

J 2π

l
x+ i

∑
n 6=0

1

n
aI,ne

−inx 2π
l (A.6)

These modes therefore satisfy

[αI,n, αJ,m] = nK−1
IJ δn,−m, (A.7)

and for zero modes we have: [φ0I , P
J ] = iδJI .

We will focus on the Chern-Simons equivalence of the D(ZN ) models in the following.

The corresponding K matrix is given by

K =

(
0 N

N 0

)
. (A.8)

The matrix has a pair of eigenvalues with opposite sign, signifying that it has exactly one

pair of left and right moving modes, and as such, is a non-chiral theory. The scalars ΦI

are related to the left and right moving fields by

Φ1 =

√
r

2N
(ΦL + ΦR), Φ2 =

√
1

2Nr
(ΦL − ΦR) (A.9)

Here r2 = V 22/V 11. The left and right moving modes can also be expressed in a mode

expansion:

ΦL(R)(x) = φ0L(R) + PL(R)
2π

l
x+ i

∑
n 6=0

1

n
αL(R),ne

−inx 2π
l , (A.10)

To avoid clutter, we will take r = 1 in the following. We note that r does not play any role in

the topological entanglement of a single non-chiral phase. One can show that it is canceled

out in the computation of the topological entanglement. It does play a non-trivial role in

the discussion of generic interfaces between different D(ZN ) theories. We will re-introduce

them where necessary. We also note that when discussing topological entanglement in a

chiral phase, one needs particular care in the choice of r. A detailed discussion will be

taken up in the accompany paper. In that case, the entanglement cut crosses the physical

interfaces, and extra care is needed. Using the commutation relations of ΦI , we recover

[αL(R),n, αL(R),m] = nδn,−m, (A.11)

and

PL,R =
1√
2N

(±P 1 + P 2). (A.12)
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The U(1)’s gauge groups are taken to be compact. Therefore the scalars are also compact,

satisfying

ΦI ∼ ΦI + 2π. (A.13)

The conjugate momenta to the zero modes therefore are quantized, satisfying

P I ∈ Z. (A.14)

We note that these PΦI parametrizes a set of highest weight states. One can identify these

highest weight states/operators with distinct anyons of the quantum double D(ZN ). The

identification with anyons is many-to-one: P I and P I + N describe the same topological

sector. One can take P 1 mod N to parametrize the electric charge w.r.t. to the ZN gauge

group in D(ZN ) models, and P 2 the magnetic charges. A detailed review can be found

in [42]. We only record the basic set of facts needed in the current paper. The Hamiltonian

is given by

H =
1

4π

∫ l

0
dx(∂xΦL∂xΦL + ∂xΦR∂xΦR) =

P 2
L + P 2

R

2
+
∑
n>0

(αL,−nαL,n + αR,−nαR,n)− 1

12

(A.15)

B Some useful details of the D(S3) model

We would like to review here some basic data of the D(S3) model. The anyons are labeled

by (A, rαA), where A is a conjugacy class of the group G = S3 = 〈x, y|x3 = y2 = xyxy = e〉
corresponding to magnetic charges, and rαA an irrep of the centralizer of A, corresponding

to electric charges. A summary of all the anyons are listed below.

A B C D E F G H

conjugacy class W {e} {y, xy, x2y} {x, x2}
centralizer ∼= S3 Z2 Z3

irrep ρ of centralizer 1 sign π 1 −1 1 ω ω∗

dim(ρ) 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1

quantum dimension d = |W |× dim(ρ) 1 1 2 3 3 2 2 2

twist θ 1 1 1 1 -1 1 e2πi/3 e−2πi/3

Their fusion rules are given by

⊗ A B C D E F G H

A A B C D E F G H

B B A C E D F G H

C C C A⊕B⊕C D⊕E D⊕E G⊕H F ⊕H F ⊕G

D D E D⊕E A⊕C⊕F ⊕G⊕H B⊕C⊕F ⊕G⊕H D⊕E D⊕E D⊕E

E E D D⊕E B⊕C⊕F ⊕G⊕H A⊕C⊕F ⊕G⊕H D⊕E D⊕E D⊕E

F F F G⊕H D⊕E D⊕E A⊕B⊕F C⊕H C⊕G

G G G F ⊕H D⊕E D⊕E C⊕H A⊕B⊕G C⊕F

H H H F ⊕G D⊕E D⊕E C⊕G C⊕F A⊕B⊕H
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The S-matrix is given by

S =
1

6



1 1 2 3 3 2 2 2

1 1 2 −3 −3 2 2 2

2 2 4 0 0 −2 −2 −2

3 −3 0 3 −3 0 0 0

3 −3 0 −3 3 0 0 0

2 2 −2 0 0 4 −2 −2

2 2 −2 0 0 −2 −2 4

2 2 −2 0 0 −2 4 −2


, (B.1)

In order to make comparison between the results in [14] and those in the current

paper, we review here some basic details of the ribbon operators in a Kitaev lattice gauge

realization of the quantum double model.

The lattice model is defined such that every link has a |G| dimensional Hilbert space

with basis vectors labeled by group elements g ∈ G. For a ribbon ξ, let F g,hξ be the ribbon

operator whose action is reviewed for example in [35]. By applying F g,hξ on the ground

state, we generate a quasiparticle anti-quasiparticle pair at the end points of ribbon ξ.

I.e. these end points cease to commute with the Hamiltonian [33]. For a given ribbon ξ,

there’re |G| × |G| linearly independent ribbon operators forming a |G| × |G| dimensional

“ribbon space” Fξ = {
∑

h,g∈G ch,gF
h,g
ξ }.

As it is noted in [35], the gapped boundaries of the lattice model can be classified by

subgroups K ⊂ G. Degrees of freedom lying at the boundary links for a given K-boundary

are restricted to a Hilbert subspace, where the basis labels are now restricted to k ∈ K.

Connection between these subgroups K and anyon condensation for G = S3 is described

in detail in the main text.

The connection to anyon condensation suggests that only ribbon operators in a sub-

space of the ribbon space Fξ can end at the boundary without energy cost. Denote this

subspace by Cξ, it is known that Cξ satisfies the following two conditions [35]:

ckhk−1,kg = ch,g ∀ k ∈ K,
ch,g = 0 ∀ h /∈ K

(B.2)

In our cylindrical case we have K1 = {e} at top boundary, and K2 = {e, y} at bottom

boundary. For a ribbon connecting the two physical boundaries, the subspace Cξ is subject

to two sets of constraints. K1 boundary condition indicates that only coefficients {ce,g|g ∈
S3} are non-zero, and K2 boundary condition gives matching rule ce,g = ce,gy ∀g ∈ S3.

So we’ve found the basis of Cξ as a 3 dimensional vector space

Cξ = {α(F e,e + F e,y) + β(F e,x + F e,xy) + γ(F e,x
2

+ F e,x
2y)} (B.3)

Note that only anyon A and C may condense at both boundaries (table 1), this means

the Wilson line connecting the two boundaries can only fluctuate between the two topolog-

ical sectors. Since ρA and ρC are respectively 1d and 2d irrep of D(S3) (also of S3 because
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they’re chargeons), we can identify A and C with their respective 1d and 2d invariant

subspace in Cξ as following
|A〉 = 1√

3
|F e,e + F e,y〉+ 1√

3
|F e,x + F e,xy〉+ 1√

3

∣∣∣F e,x2
+ F e,x

2y
〉

|C1〉 = 1√
6
|F e,e + F e,y〉+ 1√

6
|F e,x + F e,xy〉 − 2√

6

∣∣∣F e,x2
+ F e,x

2y
〉

|C2〉 = 1√
2
|F e,e + F e,y〉 − 1√

2
|F e,x + F e,xy〉

(B.4)

where we use |F e,e + F e,y〉 to denote the normalized state (F e,e + F e,y) |ψ〉. The 1d space

spans {|A〉} is the representation space of ρA, and the 2d space spans {|C1〉 , |C2〉} is the

representation space of ρC . Note that the states |A〉, |C1〉 and |C2〉 are eigenstates of some

magnetic ribbon operators winding around the non-contractible cycle.

In [14] we choose |ψ〉 as the ground state. |ψ〉 = F e,e |ψ〉 since operator F e,e does

nothing to the state. It is also invariant under the action of F e,y because of the element y

in the bottom boundary subgroup K2, so it can be identified with |F e,e + F e,y〉 here:

|ψ〉 = F e,e |ψ〉 = F e,y |ψ〉 = |F e,e + F e,y〉 .

Formula (B.4) can be reversed to express the ground state using Wilson line basis:

|F e,e + F e,y〉 =
1√
3
|A〉+

1√
6
|C1〉+

1√
2
|C2〉

=
1√
3
|A〉+

√
2

3

∣∣∣C̃〉 , (B.5)

we see that the Wilson line has probability 1
3 in topological sector A and 2

3 in topological

sector C. A direct calculation of the topological entanglement entropy using formula

STEE = −2 lnD + 2
∑
a

|ψa|2 ln da −
∑
a

|ψa|2 ln |ψa|2 (B.6)

provided in [47] gives STEE = −1
3 ln 2 − ln 6, which is in complete agreement with our

previous result [14].

C η and θ functions

We list here the definitions and basic properties of Dedekind η−function and Jacobi

θ−function.

η(τ) = q
1
24

∞∏
n=1

(1− qn), (C.1)

θ2(τ) =
∑
n∈Z

q
1
2

(n+ 1
2

)2
= 2η(τ)q

1
12

∞∏
r=1

(1 + qr)2,

θ3(τ) =
∑
n∈Z

q
n2

2 = η(τ)q−
1
24

∞∏
r=0

(1 + qr+
1
2 )2,

θ4(τ) =
∑
n∈Z

(−1)nq
n2

2 = η(τ)q−
1
24

∞∏
r=0

(1− qr+
1
2 )2 (C.2)
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where τ is the modular parameter and q = e2πiτ .

These functions are related by modular T transformation (τ → τ + 1) and S transfor-

mation (τ → − 1
τ ):

η(τ + 1) = e
πi
12 η(τ), η

(
−1

τ

)
=
√
−iτη(τ)

θ2(τ + 1) = e
πi
4 θ2(τ), θ2

(
−1

τ

)
=
√
−iτθ4(τ),

θ3(τ + 1) = θ4(τ), θ3

(
−1

τ

)
=
√
−iτθ3(τ),

θ4(τ + 1) = θ3(τ), θ4

(
−1

τ

)
=
√
−iτθ2(τ) (C.3)

In the body q̃ is defined as the S transformation of corresponding q, for any complex

number X

q = eX
S−→ q̃ = e

4π2

X (C.4)
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